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YP Mobile: From Experimentation  
to Monetization

Summary: Last year, BIA/Kelsey’s Mobile 
Local Media program reported on the direc-
tory publishing industry’s opportunities with 
mobile technologies (see April 9, 2009, MLM 
Advisory, “Yellow Pages to Go: Publishers 
Seek Position in Mobile”). Roughly one year 
later, the industry has grown in step with the 
mobile sector’s rapid innovation and consumer 
adoption. Many publishers continue to develop 

mobile products and devise models for creat-
ing value in new touch points with consumers. 
In some cases this involves direct monetization 
of user engagement. In other cases, it has been 
viewed as an additional source of leads under 
existing or evolving leads-based models. But in 
all cases, mobile continues to grow as a source 
of mind share and resource allocation for direc-
tory publishers worldwide. 

Mobile’s State of the Union
In business and technology sectors, there is no doubt 
that mobile was the media story of 2009. As we march 
through 2010, levels of innovation and consumer 
adoption continue to accelerate. In parallel with an 
improving economy, advertiser demand in mobile is 
likewise picking up.

So far, this has mostly included large advertisers 
and agencies. These entities have utilized mobile as an 
additional distribution point for brand advertising. In 
most cases, this has involved extending online CPC- and 
CPM-based branding campaigns to the mobile device.

As advertisers progress down the learning curve, these 
strategies will evolve with the portability and location 
awareness of the mobile device. This will involve better 
location targeting and strategies that utilize not only the 
device, but also the quickly changing ways people are 
using it. 

“In mobile, the user experience is different than 
[online] search,” says Gianluca Carrera, vice president 
of new media at Truvo. “If it’s a replication of the yellow 
experience, it won’t work. The approach in mobile has to 
be different, and we can’t be consumed by page views.” 

Among other things, this will involve the budding 
geolocation sector that includes increasingly popular 
social products like Loopt and Foursquare. This is the 
subject of a separate report but has influence on where 
things are moving in the mobile local space.

Generally, these mobile social products, and the 
attention paid to them lately, signal an acknowledgement 
of what those in the local space have noted for years: mobile 
equals local. This goes beyond just methods of targeting 
users, but also influences who buys the advertising. 

In other words, local isn’t just where the user is but also 
where the advertiser is. As the mobile market evolves, the 
big brand-centric world of mobile advertising will shift 
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down market to small and medium-sized businesses and 
mid-market segments. 

We saw this occur online over the past decade. The 
same shift will be driven in the mobile environment by 
a combination of advertiser education and better tools 
for SMBs. And as it was online, Google will be a catalyst 
for this “democratization” of mobile marketing.

As Google has begun to do, this involves integrating 
mobile options into its existing AdWords search 
marketing dashboard. Scalability has been the name of 
Google’s game, as it has added check box-like simplicity 
to motivate existing advertisers to “add mobile” to search 
engine marketing campaigns. 

Google hopes this will let it tap into the long tail 
of tens of millions of SMB advertisers in the United 
States, which it has begun to do with paid clicks and 
calls in mobile search results. The assets gained from 
its pending acquisition of AdMob will broaden its ad 
formats and distribution. 

Not So Fast
With all its technological assets, branding and 
momentum, Google is still at a disadvantage in some 
respects. As it experienced online, it will hit a wall in the 
addressable market of SMBs willing and able to establish 
and manage their own campaigns. 

This once again lends some advantage to organizations 
that have physical touch points with this valuable but 
elusive segment of SMB advertisers. These most notably 
include the Yellow Pages industry.

Though this has parallels with various forms of 
online marketing we’ve seen develop over the past 
decade, mobile could be different. In other words, 
many publishers have learned lessons from the 
relatively slow pace at which they moved to embrace 
online advertising. 

Mobile’s ubiquity and inherent qualities also make 
it easier to understand for Yellow Pages executives 
and sales reps alike. And it’s an easier sell; its ability to 

U.S. Online Advertising Spending by Format, 2008-2012
NOTE: AT CURRENT PRICES; NUMBERS MAY NOT ADD UP TO TOTAL DUE TO ROUNDING.

SOURCE: ZENITHOPTIMEDIA, PROVIDED TO EMARKETER, APRIL 7, 2010

 

US$ Millions 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 CAGR

Paid search $7,910 $9,492 $11,201 $12,993 $15,202 17.7%

Display $4,089 $4,212 $4,507 $4,957 $5,453 7.5%

Classifieds $3,127 $3,221 $3,446 $3,757 $4,095 7.0%

Internet video/rich media $1,854 $2,206 $2,691 $3,229 $3,940 20.7%

Social media $386 $558 $728 $948 $1,232 33.7%

Mobile $232 $391 $561 $802 $1,147 49.1%

Internet radio $200 $230 $258 $286 $315 12.0%

Podcast $25 $28 $31 $36 $40 12.5%

Total $17,823 $20,338 $23,424 $27,009 $31,424 15.2%
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drive tangible leads makes it resonate throughout the 
spectrum of SMB technical aptitude.

The “tangibility” of these leads is a function of their 
geographic relevance — clarifying return on investment 
through instant gratification. This could include 
promotions for time sensitive offers that match SMB 
sales objectives, the result of which is visible foot traffic 
or tracked coupons.

This is enabled by the portability, geotargeting and 
immediacy of the mobile device. Compare this with the 
clicks that are the currency of SEM, whose value is more 
of a proxy for ROI. Effectiveness is not as clear to average 
SMBs for which “clicks” are an opaque concept.

Mobile not only has more precise geotargeting 
capabilities and greater levels of user immediacy, but 
also a wider range of possible “post-click activity.” This 
includes phone calls, appointment scheduling, coupon 
redemption and venue “check-ins.” 

Mobile: More and Different 
So how will these scenarios play out? How will mobile 
advertising be applied at the SMB level? There are a few 
proposed models for directory publishers, and several 
start-ups are working on technologies that indicate 
directions the market could take. 

It is important to note that most global directory 
publishers haven’t begun to directly monetize their 
mobile products. Many are at the stage of building 
knowledge bases, usage data, brand traction and 
monetizable traffic levels. 

Some publishers consider mobile a volume play 
within existing or developing leads-based models. In 
other words, as you begin to deliver leads across a variety 
of platforms, mobile becomes just one of several sources 
of incremental leads.

“There is no trick to finding extra revenue yet from 
mobile,” David Pearce, Yell head of mobile, said during 

BIA/Kelsey’s September 2009 
Directional Media Strategies 
conference. “As we build the base, 
there are other things we can put 
in, but today, mobile is starting to 
give us significant increase in search 
volume from which we can extract 
value from our advertisers.” 

Mobile usage patterns support 
this viewpoint, as engagement 
levels map to different times and 
places than desktop use. In this 
sense, mobile can be seen driving 
incremental touch points with 
users. Pearce views it as “extending 
the busy hours of search.” 

This likewise opens incremental 
opportunities with different types 
of businesses that map to this mobile 
usage. Yell, for example, sees more 
mobile usage when compared with 

Mapping Mobile vs. Desktop
SOURCE: YELL (2010) 
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the desktop in categories such as restaurants, takeaway 
food and taxis.

Viewed in another light, there is an opportunity with 
businesses whose operations peak at certain hours. Take 
taxis, for example: In the chart above the blue line on the 
far left represents the hours of 12 a.m. to 3 a.m., when 
people are searching for taxis, according to Pearce. 

“I don’t know anyone who goes out for the night and 
takes a copy of the Yellow Pages with them,” he says. “At 
that time of the morning, people are using their mobile 
phones to search, and in a competitive market, there is 
extra value we can get from taxi companies.” 

Mobile can similarly have different levels of 
engagement, conversion rates and user immediacy. 
Scott Jampol, OpenTable senior director of consumer 
marketing, recently told us that restaurant reservations 
on his company’s mobile app convert faster and at 
greater levels than its online product. 

Citysearch claims mobile users are five times more 
likely to write reviews than their online counterparts. 
Eric Singley, Yelp mobile product manager, likewise 
confirmed that his company’s mobile users are more 
likely to contribute reviews and images of their local 
experiences. 

In cases where incremental vertical opportunities 
exist, content and advertising can be generated under 
a publisher’s own roof. To get the ball rolling, some 
publishers have turned to best-of-breed content partners 
in new verticals, often involving a revenue share. 

DexOne has a partnership with Fandango for movie 
ticket sales, and AT&T works with ZVents to provide 
event information on the YPmobile iPhone app. Both 
work with Where to obtain vertical content and likewise 
share their listings for additional outward distribution. 

These content verticals will also be important to 
differentiate in what is quickly becoming a commoditized 
market for mobile local apps.

“The consumer, like print, has lots of choice 
about where to get their content,” says Peter Schwab, 
SuperMedia director of mobile products. Yellow Pages 

publishers “all have a lot of nice apps, but they mostly 
do the same thing. Our goal is to differentiate and figure 
out how to stand out.” 

Starting Point
Some publishers are moving beyond the view of 
mobile as an additional source of leads and are building 
strategies for more direct monetization. Eniro is one of 
the directory publishers we’ve talked to that is actively 
doing this. 

Last year the company began selling mobile profile 
pages to advertisers in Norway, and it will expand the 
program next to Sweden. It previously bundled the 
profile pages in the same pricing package as online 
pages, but it now sells them independently. 

Eniro’s mobile manager, Oscar Berg, recently told 
us 20 percent of online advertisers bought in to the 
mobile profile pages, and the publisher was able to 
increase the price after only a few months. Next steps 
will include sponsored links and dynamically generated 
geotargeted offers. 

In a November 2009 presentation at the Yellow Pages 
Today conference in Milan, Italy, Berg reported that 
Eniro had 1 million euros of discrete mobile revenues 
in 2009, which is a modest sum but represents a starting 
point for mobile monetization.

European Directories S.A. has similarly begun to 
monetize mobile products across its operating countries. 
It derives revenues from a combination of sources, 
including subscriptions in some countries and ads. 

Ad models include sponsored placement in search 
rankings as well as profile pages with enhanced content 
and mobile optimization. A third performance-based 
package is under development involving calls and other 
actions, planned for the September time frame.

As for mobile revenues, Carey Bunks, EDSA group 
vice president of mobile, reports that the publisher 
is currently generating about 10 million euros. This 
compares with current online revenues of 180 million 
euros, and is on pace to triple over the next year and 
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reach 100 million euros in three years.  
“Monetization isn’t something for the distant future,” 

he says. “We’re monetizing already, and next year it will 
go into hyper drive.”

Slow and Steady 
Other publishers are utilizing mobile as an additional 
touch point with users to generate incremental 
leads. Meanwhile, they are building user bases and 
learning about mobile to integrate additional forms of 
monetization in the future.

“We’ve grown our user base quite a bit,” says 
SuperMedia’s Schwab. “When it comes to monetization, 
we’ve seen some things we’re interested in, and we have 
some insights that we’ll be testing. The goal in 2010 is 
not necessarily to make lots of money in mobile but 
establish our market share.” 

For the time being, SuperMedia and DexOne are 
making use of mobile profile pages for their advertisers, 
though they aren’t directly monetizing them. Often they 
are bundled with online enhanced profile pages. 

“We don’t carry over all the pieces of content, [just] 
those that are relevant to users at the end of purchase 
cycle on a mobile device,” says Deborah Eldred, 
DexOne director of mobile and personalization. “Non-
advertisers don’t have these things because they haven’t 
enhanced their profile in any way.” 

The profile pages can be enhanced with maps, photos 
and other key business details. But unlike the Internet 
Yellow Pages model — and EDSA’s monetization 
strategy outlined above — one viewpoint is that 
advertisers should not be able to buy search rankings. 

The thought is that having the first few search results 
devoted to advertisers isn’t logical on a device with so 
few slots. Not only is it a “real estate” challenge, but the 
mobile user’s expectations and relevance triggers are 
governed by different factors (such as location).

SuperMedia only gives advertisers top rankings 
in cases where they are part of its SuperGuarantee 
program. The thinking here is that it serves the user 

better to provide prominent placement to businesses 
whose quality of service is guaranteed.

“We’re moving away from pay for placement, and we 
sort by distance,” says Schwab. “The one exception is the 
SuperGuarantee. We want to rebuild this model around 
the SuperGuarantee; if there are guaranteed listings in 
the results set anyway, we’ll just move them to the top.” 

DexOne likewise feels that mobile results should 
remain organic and most relevant to a user’s query 
and his or her location. It’s clearly a user-centric tactic, 
but DexOne’s Eldred also argues that it better serves 
advertisers with higher quality leads.

“Advertisers mostly get that,” says Eldred. “They 
can put themselves in the shoes of mobile users and 
understand that the leads they’re getting are near them 
and are of greater quality.” 

Publishers currently operating in these or similar 
terms will likely follow an evolutionary path set 
by companies such as Eniro and EDSA. Next up 
therefore would be discrete monetization of profile 
pages, with a view toward more actionable features to 
monetize individually.

Though there aren’t publicly disclosed roadmaps, 
conversations with many publishers indicate these 
could include alerts, coupons, appointment scheduling, 
pay per call and mobile video. 

Getting Action
The move toward actionable content is fitting with 
the usage trends outlined in this report. As with taxis, 
actionable offers can also be relevant for advertisers that 
experience inconsistent levels of business, such as bars and 
restaurants, and wish to drive foot traffic dynamically. 

Foursquare is one popular example. The social 
location-based service lets users “check in” at locations 
and compete with friends for virtual goods. It has begun 
to push promotions to users who have checked in 
anywhere in proximity to its advertisers.

Foursquare currently lets merchants generate these 
offers for free so it can gain exposure and momentum. 
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Future models for anyone entering this space could 
involve bidding for placement that is tied to a specified 
local radius or specified hours of the day. 

This model could be applied to both push-based text 
messages as well as display ads within mobile apps. When 
clicked, these can lead users to a specific promotion or 
to a business’ paid or unpaid mobile landing page. 

This could be managed in a dashboard by advertisers 
or by a third-party marketing representative. Early 
examples include Google and start-ups like AdLocal, 
which fashions itself as the “AdWords of mobile local 
advertising.”

Many contend that for location-based ad targeting to 
work, it has to be done on an opt-in basis. Search is one 
form of opt-in, but it also applies to push marketing. 
Here relationships must be formed with users where they 
indicate preference in certain activities or products. 

Such opt-ins can be a function of the incremental 
touch points mentioned above. According to 
SuperMedia’s Schwab, they can also be generated over 

time through different forms of “post-
click” activity like multimedia content 
or appointment bookings.

“It gives me touch points that I can use 
to bring in and grow engaged users,” says 
Schwab. “It can happen much more than 
the searches on my site, and the goal is 
to make it one of the many engagements 
that I have with the user in a month.” 

From these interactions, sign-ups and 
opt-in relationships can be built to then 
push relevant content and messaging on 
an ongoing basis. This is a considerable 
leap from online models with a small 
cluster of sponsored results atop organic 
search results.

In other words, In the IYP setting you 
have 10 results and one of them is a paid 
listing. In these opt-in alert scenarios, you 
instead send users two or three businesses, 

all of which are advertisers. This gives you 100 percent ad 
coverage, and they’re highly targeted to user preferences. 

“We’re not all going to make money off this ‘enter 
a query  get results  click on a result’ model,” says 
Schwab. “That’s not enough. You have to create discovery 
for the mobile consumer.”

This is indeed a departure from the traditional 
Yellow Pages model in that it reverses the paradigm of 
putting users in touch with advertisers. Consistent with 
DexOne CEO Dave Swanson’s comments at DMS09, it 
involves putting the advertiser in touch with the user. 

In many ways, this makes more sense for the mobile 
device where there’s a smaller screen and users don’t 
want to scroll through categories and listings. They also 
don’t want to do a lot of finger tapping in the traditional 
mode of online local search. 

It’s consistent with the concept of “discovery” that 
we’ve explored (see Aug. 12, 2009, MLM Advisory, 
“Mobile Local Search Discovers a New Path”). Users 
want a frictionless experience to discover things in 

Foursquare ‘Special Nearby’
SOURCE: FOURSQUARE (2010)
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addition to searching explicitly. 
OpenTable’s Jampol agrees. “If I’m walking out of the 

San Francisco Museum of Modern Art and I decide that 
I’m hungry, being able to open my mobile app and see 
all the places to eat that are immediately around me is 
compelling,” he says.

Appointment Bookings 
In addition to creating touch points and generating 
opt-ins, restaurant reservations and other types of 
appointment bookings can represent a source of 
discrete monetization. 

The idea is that advertisers pay to be part of a system 
where appointments or reservations are booked directly 
by users. Employing this model, OpenTable has reported 
3 million table reservations on its mobile products alone 
(equal to $150 million in restaurant revenues). 

As mentioned, these also convert at a higher rate 
and in a more urgent fashion (reservations for tonight 
instead of next week) than online. This is further 
evidence of unique mobile engagement and supports 
actionable features, such as check-ins and coupons. 

Many Yellow Pages publishers we talk to have made 
this a near-term priority. SuperMedia is particularly 
supportive of appointment bookings because they’re 
conducive to usage scenarios where Yellow Pages has 
traditionally shined.

This includes the classic example of the flooded 
basement where the book saves the day while the 
computer sits dead without power. It could be argued 
that the mobile device is the ultimate tool in this 
scenario to search, select and book all from one literally 
handy device. 

“Imagine that the pipes just burst,” says Schwab. 
“Instead of going to the computer, you whip out your 
phone and find a plumber, schedule the plumber, 
guarantee the plumber, take a few pictures of the broken 
pipes — and you haven’t even left your bathroom.” 

For SuperMedia, additional support for mobile 
appointment booking comes from this applicability to 

trade services that have long been the industry’s bread 
and butter. More important to Schwab, they are a core 
constituency of what he believes is SuperMedia’s biggest 
mobile asset: the SuperGuarantee.

“When building our mobile strategy, the 
SuperGuarantee gives me a clear differentiation,” 
says Schwab, echoing his earlier point about the 
commoditization of apps. “It allows us to position 
ourselves in a consumer advocacy role, which no one 
else has done.”  

Appointment scheduling can also tap into new 
categories in countries where certain businesses are legally 
barred from advertising (such as attorneys in Belgium). 
Here, appointment scheduling can be used as a loophole 
— positioned as a form of software and services. 

“It can be viewed as more of a service,” says Carrera 
of this issue, which applies in many of Truvo’s operating 
countries. “New categories where there are opportunities 
include one-man-band doctors who are droning about 
managing their calendar.” 

Calls and Views
Other strategies include pay per call. This is particularly 
fitting in categories that prefer phone calls to clicks, 
such as service-based industries or anyone who makes 
phone appointments or reservations. 

AT&T has begun to charge for phone calls delivered 
from mobile devices in some categories, while EDSA 
is developing a model to do so starting in September. 
SuperMedia is also thinking in these terms, though it 
hasn’t launched anything yet. 

Google has already begun to monetize calls 
from within search results that happen on high-end 
smartphones. A program it launched in January allows 
AdWords advertisers to opt in to mobile search ads, 
including the insertion of a phone number.

Google currently charges the same rates for calls as 
clicks on text ads. Though this may undermonetize 
the opportunity — given premium values placed on 
calls by some advertisers — simplicity and scalability 
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are its near-term objectives. 
Other upsells include video — relevant to visually 

oriented businesses such as restaurants or hotels. The 
media-rich and bandwidth-heavy nature of video 
will ensure this is a longer term development. But 
it’s something to watch, given fast-paced mobile 
innovation cycles.

SMB adoption of mobile video could also grow with 
parallel evolutions in online video — a function of 
improving production and distribution economies (see 
June 24, 2008, Interactive Local Media Advisory, “U.S. 
Local Video Forecast: Market Overview and Outlook”).

Augmented reality is another form of “visual search” 
gaining attention and investment. We’re a long way from 
AR’s true potential, but some publishers have begun to 
experiment including EDSA, Eniro, SuperMedia and 
Yell (see May 5 MLM Advisory, “See Me, Hear Me: 
Evolutions in Mobile Search”).  

Selling Mobile
An important issue for mobile, or any product proposed 
to join the Yellow Pages product set, is sales. How will 
mobile be integrated beyond corporate board rooms 
and down to the reality of the street-level sale? 

As mentioned, mobile has the potential to resonate 
with advertisers for its proximity-based advertising, 
understandability and instant gratification. These 
things are easier said than done when executed across 
the varied levels of ad spend and technical aptitude of 
the SMB segment. 

Sales strategies also hinge on the monetization 
schemes outlined in previous sections. Is it a value-added 
bundle or a separate upsell? Within the latter category, 
what exactly is being sold? Sponsored placement? Profile 
pages? Calls?

The answer to these questions will affect sales procedure. 
And it will also be a moving target, as mobile’s pace of 
innovation and adoption (among users and advertisers) 
will require adaptive sales forces and procedures.

Cases of bundling, for obvious reasons, can be an 
easier sell as they generally position mobile as an upsell 

incentive rather than a specific allocation of ad budget. 
Here, mobile has been used in some cases by smart reps 
as a hook for digital spend.

“We have stories where mobile saved the deal,” 
says Eldred. “There’s a lot of buzz out there, and the 
advertisers as consumers are asking for it. Now reps 
can pull out the phone and show them. And that’s 
what we encourage.”  

In the relatively fewer cases where mobile is sold 
separately, we’re told it’s positioned by reps as a point 
of competitive differentiation — much like print upsells 
have traditionally been characterized. Here the negative 
reinforcement of not having the product becomes a 
selling point. 

According to Bunks, EDSA’s sales strategy stresses 
that the lack of an enhanced profile page will redirect 
users to a non-optimized listing. Without it, businesses 
won’t have a good showing where increasing numbers 
of active, mobile buying empowered (and nearby) 
consumers are searching.

With respect to sponsored results in mobile search 
rankings, his message is likewise compelling. Sixty 
percent of the calls tracked from EDSA’s mobile search 
products are generated from the first ranking. About 
15 percent come from the next two results, after which 
there is a steep drop in response rates. 

Here, the upsell is treated as a strategic imperative 
for any business that wishes to attract on-the-go mobile 
consumers. Implicit in this message is also that calls 
represent a successful action trigger, relative to clicks 
— supporting a move toward mobile pay per call. 

Marketing Mobile
A key variable supporting both mobile ad sales and 
consumer usage is marketing. This gains importance 
as mobile products and apps flood the market. It’s no 
longer viable to develop an app and expect that users 
will find it. 

The iTunes store alone has close to 200,000 apps, while 
app marketplaces from Google and BlackBerry grow into 
the tens of thousands of apps. Without sufficient marketing, 
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apps will not only avoid discovery but also longevity.
Studies indicate that most free apps after being 

downloaded experience drop-offs in usage. Here, 
the low barrier to acquire free 
apps is a double-edged sword. 
They’re downloaded easily and 
haphazardly, but then languish on 
mobile home screens. Easy come, 
easy go. 

This is underscored in the local 
search space where many options 
exist. Beyond the growing universe 
of IYP apps is an equally large batch 
of independent local search apps 
such as Yelp, Avantar’s Yellow Pages, 
Where, Foursquare and Loopt. 

There are also vertically oriented 
apps that contain limited but 
specialized purposes within a 
certain local search niche, such as 
finding bars, libraries, gas stations 

and even public restrooms. The app ecosystem is conducive 
to this single track functionality.

The point is that a continuity of brand messaging 
must be pushed to remain front and center in mobile 
users’ minds and on their home screens. These campaigns 
vary in investment level and cross traditional online and 
mobile media.

The latter makes sense to advertise within the 
medium that the product or app exists. Here, mobile 
ad networks such as AdMob have platforms that allow 
app developers to give up banner inventory within their 
own apps to receive placement in others. 

This kind of barter arrangement lets mobile app 
publishers get in front of users they know are smartphone 
owners and app users. These can be targeted in various 
ways to certain apps and user sets, dictated by the ad 
network’s targeting capabilities. 

AT&T, for example, advertises its flagship YPmobile 
application within many other mobile apps on the iPhone 
and other platforms. The screenshot below is an ad shown 
within gameplay of the free (ad supported) version of 
the popular iPhone Scrabble game Words with Friends.

Local Apps Aplenty
SOURCE: APPLE (2010) 

From Interstitial to App Store
SOURCE: AT&T(2010) 
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This ad run by mobile display ad network Greystripe 
leads users to the iPhone’s built-in App Store to get more 
information or download the YPmobile app. 

Traditional media advertising has also been affective 
for some, including print, broadcast and outdoor. 
DexOne has placed ads on the jumbotron displays at 
Denver Broncos football games, among other places, and 
most of its marketing spotlights its mobile products. 

EDSA’s Bunks agrees with the importance of 
marketing, though the company hasn’t done it yet. It 
has experienced 1,000 percent annual usage growth 
(measured in page views) compared with overall 
mobile market growth of about 300 percent, according 
to AdMob.

This has all been done without marketing. Bunks points 
instead to strong mobile SEO tactics (see Appendix) and 
development for a wide range of devices and platforms. 
Now that the product is ready for dedicated marketing, 
Bunks expects accelerated adoption.

“A lot of Yellow Pages companies market their 
[mobile] services because it makes sense to acquire 
users in an emerging market rather than a mature 
one,” he says. “Now that we’ve demonstrated from a 
technology standpoint that usage is there and can 
grow exponentially, [we’re] excited about promoting 
it even faster.”

The Paradox of Choice
Much of this report is focused on the “why?” of mobile, 
including its product development and monetization 
opportunities. After deciding to commit to mobile 
strategies, the next question for publishers of all stripes 
is “how?”

More specifically, a range of platform choices await 
including SMS, mobile Web and native (smartphone) 
apps. There is a sliding scale between reach and 
functionality. SMS has the greatest reach but the least 
functionality, while native apps generally have the 
opposite characteristics.  

To qualify, though they don’t have the deepest device 

penetration, native apps hold the largest share of engaged 
mobile traffic. Within the native app route, choices 
continue to branch among proprietary platforms such 
as iPhone, BlackBerry, Android and Windows devices. 

“You have to make a lot of trade-off decisions,” says 
Eldred. “Do you spend development resources on new 
stuff, or on feature enhancements for existing platforms? 
It comes down to a decision about where we need to be 
and who’s backing what devices.” 

Companies will often jump straight to the iPhone, as 
if by reflex. It has the greatest share of public attention 
but sometimes isn’t the most prudent choice for every 
publisher or app developer.

As mentioned, there are nearly 200,000 iPhone apps 
in the App Store. It’s getting harder by the day in this 
marketplace to get lost. Virgin territory might await in 
other app marketplaces. 

“One of the advantages of developing for BlackBerry 
and Android is that their marketplaces are still relatively 
small [so] that you do have some opportunity to be best 
in your class,” says Eldred. 

Another factor is technical capacities: Which 
platform best accomplishes the app’s goals and features? 
The iPhone, for example, is not the best choice for apps 
that need pervasive connectivity, such as IM, or social 
apps that communicate spatial positioning to friends. 

The iPhone’s lack of “background functionality” has 
made these and other applications ineffective — though 
this will change in June with the introduction of this 
underlying capability. This technical angle should be 
examined on any publisher’s criteria checklist.

There are also emerging forms of mobile 
engagement only possible with higher end devices. 
These include voice and visual search (bar code 
scans, augmented reality, etc.) and are examined in 
greater depth in the Advisory “See Me, Hear Me: 
Evolutions in Mobile Search.” 

But perhaps most important on the “checklist” 
is demographic usage profiles. Which device is your 
target market carrying? Broadly speaking the iPhone 
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skews toward demographically attractive and buying 
empowered individuals, while enterprise mobile users 
tend to carry BlackBerrys. 

It is also important to look at growth and usage 
trends. With that in mind, the iPhone is currently the 
leader for mobile traffic share in the United States and 
many countries. However, Google’s Android platform 
is quickly growing, and we believe it will surpass the 
iPhone on several counts within the next year. 

“We’re looking at it from a trending perspective 
to understand usage of directory and local search 
products,” says Eldred. “People are changing phones, 
and the replacement cycle is down to one year. We’re 
finding that Android is bringing in a lot of traffic.”

This has a great deal to do with Android’s positioning 
as a free operating system that any device manufacturer 
can utilize and customize to its devices. This compares 
with Apple’s model of having one device linked to one 
operating system. 

Apple’s approach has technical advantages but 
scalability disadvantages, giving Android an edge in 
gaining a larger market share. It is on pace to become 
one of the largest mobile operating systems in the world 
within the next three years. 

But more than Apple, Android’s share will come at 

the expense of Windows Mobile. Windows has a similar 
distributed model to power others’ devices. But its 
higher price tag, and arguably lower quality standards 
compared with Android, put it at a disadvantage.

[A deeper analysis of platform choices can be found 
in the June 4, 2009, MLM Advisory, “Mobile Product 
Development: To App or Not to App.”]

Build or Buy
Another important decision publishers need to make 
is whether to build products internally or work with a 
third-party application development vendor. 

AT&T, for example, houses most of its development 
within its Interactive division. The recent acquisition of 
app technology provider Plusmo has boosted its ability 
to build powerful in-house mobile products.

DexOne has worked with Mobilepeople and 
SuperMedia with Where, to name a few examples. Unless 
there are dedicated internal resources such as AT&T 
Interactive, it’s generally recommended that publishers 
work with outside mobile technology companies. 

Final Thoughts: Invest Now, Invest Big
Many publishers we talk to answer the question of 
platform choice with “all of the above.” Mobile resource 
allocation — which many start-ups and independent 
developers don’t enjoy — allows publishers to cast a 
wider net. 

This doesn’t come without challenges and cost to 
create, maintain and update many different versions of 
a mobile product. It is, however, an investment that lets 
publishers capture share of an overall mobile Web that 
is growing roughly 300 percent per year.

Building higher end smartphone apps captures a 
great deal of this growth where users are migrating and 
where early adopters have high rates of consumption. 
Building lower end SMS and mobile Web site products 
is equally important, however.

As examined in the Appendix, EDSA and other 
publishers have found that lower end/higher reach 
mobile products can gain user loyalties at early stages. 

ComScore: Android on the Rise
SOURCE: COMSCORE (2010) 
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This loyalty can then migrate with users to higher end 
devices during hardware replacement cycles. 

“There’s a path of adoption from SMS, to feature 
phone [mobile Web], to smartphone,” says Eldred. “Our 
goal is for Dex to be there all along though these stages 
of growth.” 

Advertisers will lag behind shifts in usage behavior 
as they often do. But having monetizable levels of traffic 
will allow publishers to gain the quality and quantity 
of ad inventory — in the many formats outlined above 
— necessary to build viable businesses.

Boosting these traffic levels is vital in local search, 
given the fragmentation of categories and locales 
that spread inventory thin. Developing high-value 
inventory (such as the opt-ins and appointment 
scheduling outlined) is likewise vital and fitting to the 
industry’s strengths.

Mobile media’s improving standards and ubiquity 
will meanwhile accelerate advertiser adoption. Its clarity 
and immediate gratification relative to other digital 
media (i.e., search) will be a catalyst.  

It then becomes a question of how, where and when: 
How to build traffic, where to develop products and 
when to turn on the monetization switch. Publishers 
across the globe are at various stages of that continuum. 

Those at the far right of the adoption curve should 
gain share through an early mover advantage, trusted 
brand building and greater periods of tenure from which 
to learn the ropes of a rapidly shifting environment.  

In this respect, mobile can be used as a test bed for 
not just development in its own medium, but also for 
content and functions to be migrated to other platforms, 
such as online. 

“Mobile has the opportunity to do a lot for local 
search and Yellow Pages,” says Eldred. “It can be an 
incubator to trial things to bring to the online property. 
Social media and content are two of those areas.”

But the real opportunity isn’t necessarily the size and 
shape of the mobile Web today, but rather how that will 
evolve into a broader and more mainstream phenomenon. 

This will increasingly map to the longstanding content 
strengths of the directory publishing industry. 

“The mobile game today is 20-somethings looking for 
food, games and fun,” says Schwab. “I’m not playing for 
the small circle, but for the bigger circle it will become. 

“It’s going to be the guy who is broken down and 
needs a tow truck; it’s going to be the mom in line at 
Starbucks planning a home project. It’s going to be 
everybody, and that’s the game we’re playing in.”

Appendix: EDSA Finds Revenues in Mobile
Pan-European publisher European 
Directories S.A. shows strong 
growth in the usage and discrete 

advertiser revenues it generates from mobile products.
On the usage side, it has seen about 521 percent 

growth in mobile traffic over the past six months. This 
is compared with the mobile market’s overall growth 
of about 300 percent per year, according to mobile ad 
network AdMob. 

EDSA’s mobile traffic is also growing 32 percent on a 
compound monthly basis over the past six months, and 
was up 40 percent in March alone. This currently weighs 
in at about 5 percent of online usage, according to Carey 
Bunks, EDSA group vice president of mobile. 

EDSA’s mobile revenues are about 10 million euros, 
compared with online revenues of 180 million. Its 
mobile revenues are on pace to more than triple over the 
next year and reach 100 million in three years. 

This is generated from a diverse revenue stream in 
different operating countries, including subscription 
(in Finland, for example) and ad revenues. Austria leads 
the way in advertiser pay products with about 1 million 
euros in ad revenues. 

Ad models are multilayered and continue to develop. 
They include:

 Sponsored placement: Top search ranking within 
your category and geography. Comes with a 3 
percent to 5 percent premium over an online 
sponsored package. 
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 Pay Per Call: An action-oriented package for 
which Bunks couldn’t provide details beyond 
the fact that it will likely involve a matrix of calls 
and other actions and will be rolled out in the 
September time frame.

 Mobile Profile Pages: An optimized page for 
the mobile device that provides key business 
information and other directional content.

Bunks’ sales strategy is to stress to advertisers that 
without a profile page, mobile searches will redirect to 
a non-optimized online listing. Similarly, sponsored 
placements will be de-ranked for any advertisers that 
don’t buy or renew this package. 

With respect to rankings and click to call, the message 
is that 60 percent of their tracked calls are generated 
from the first item on a results page, while 15 percent 
come from the following two results. Subsequently, 
there is a steep drop-off in response rates. 

“Monetization isn’t something for the distant future,” 
he adds. “We’re monetizing already, and next year it will 
go into hyper drive.”

Mobile SEO
Bunks attributes the company’s usage growth and ability 
to monetize to its product strategy. Twenty-five percent 
of usage comes from its iPhone apps, which carry feature 
sets unique to the device, including auto suggest and 
save-and-share functionality.

But most of the remaining portion is XHTML 
(mobile Web sites), for which it has developed very 
simple sites that follow common denominators across 
hundreds of devices. This involves World Wide Web 
Consortium guidelines for mobile Web sites. 

It has also taken steps to reduce the work required of 
users. This includes eliminating category disambiguation 
that requires users to toggle through several pages. And 
it has created profile pages that load in the background 
while results pages are displayed. 

This results in fast loading profile pages — vital to 
retain users whose mobility often correlates to impatience. 
A search box is also provided and prepopulated at the 
bottom of each set of results — allowing users to pick up 
where they left off rather than navigate back.

Lots of little things also affect speed such as avoiding 
images as buttons and not dressing up the interface with 
javascript and specific fonts that aren’t readable by some 
mobile browsers.

Besides user friendliness, this all affects the speed at 
which search engines can crawl and index these sites, an 
important SEO factor, according to Bunks.

“We have a complete path of static pages that can be 
crawled,” he says. “And the number of pages Google can 
crawl is a function of how fast those pages respond.”

Rising Tide
This has all allowed EDSA to build traffic levels and 
repeat usage that outpace overall mobile market growth. 
Building usage among a range of devices that cover a 
larger swath of the market has also enabled it to scale its 
search inventory to monetizable levels.

“A lot of our usage growth is just the organic Internet 
usage growth, which is about 300 percent per year in 
Western Europe and North America,” says Bunks. 
“Then there are a number of things that have made it 
grow much faster like SEO and redirection.”

Bunks also points out that this growth has come 
without the benefit of marketing. It has grown purely 
on the merits of its product strategies. Now that those 
things are in place, he believes turning on the marketing 
switch will further accelerate growth.

“A lot of Yellow Pages companies market their [mobile] 
services because it makes sense to acquire users in an 
emerging market rather than a mature one,” he says. “Now 
that we’ve demonstrated from a technology standpoint 
that usage is there and can grow exponentially, [we’re] 
excited about promoting it even faster.” MLM


